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Sheraton Albuquerque Uptown Selected by Tesla Motors to
House First Albuquerque Area Charging Station
01/26/15 The Sheraton Albuquerque uptown is excited to announce they have been selected by Tesla Motors to
house their ONLY Albuquerque area universal charging station (compatible with both Tesla vehicles and other
brands). Tesla is an existing client of the hotel, and with the Sheraton Albuquerque Uptown centrally located near
both the 40 and 25 highway, it was the first choice for a charging station based on its ideal location for travelers
passing through the state of New Mexico.
Tesla’s mission: “To accelerate the world’s transition to sustainable transport” is closely aligned with Sheraton’s/
Starwood’s Sustainability Initiatives, specifically the goal of reducing energy consumption: “We are committed to
finding innovative ways to do more with less in a manner that makes business sense for the company. We are
helping to drive sustainability efforts and build resilience by thinking about our buildings and business in a way that
is agile and flexes with the changing needs of our guests, the environment and communities in which we are
operating.”
The Tesla Supercharger provides 170 miles of range in as little as 30 minutes. According to Tesla, “We strategically
place Superchargers along well-traveled highways and in congested city centers where home charging is difficult. In
addition to Superchargers, we have a growing network of charging partners with dedicated Tesla Wall Connectors
at their properties. These are primarily destinations where you’d stay for several hours at a time, such as ski
resorts, restaurants, hotels and others, so that you return to your car with ample range for your return trip.”
The Sheraton Albuquerque Uptown offers a plethora of activities to occupy drivers while they wait for their
vehicles, including full service breakfast, lunch and dinner options in the hotel, a brand new business center, and
Starbucks coffee available from their Sol Café. Located in the middle of the vibrant, newly-developed Uptown
Area, the hotel is just steps from all the variety that is Albuquerque, including the Uptown Business District, ABQ
Uptown Living Center, and the Coronado Mall, which features dozens of restaurants, world-class shopping, and
more. The Sheraton is also mere minutes from Expo New Mexico, Sandia National Laboratories, and vibrant and
eclectic Nob Hill. Albuquerque International Sunport, historic Old Town, downtown, University of New Mexico,
Sandia Peak Tramway, and Balloon Fiesta Park are all just a short drive away.
The property’s 295 guest rooms feature contemporary styles and comforting Sheraton touches. The hotel also
boasts 17,000 square feet of state-of-the-art, flexible function space, ideal for both social and business gatherings.
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